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Abstract. Discrete and continuous modes of visual 
pattern discrimination performance are analyzed using 
a model for the investigation of discrete internal 
pattern representations described in previous papers 
(Foster, 1980a, b). A simple quantitative criterion 
is derived to characterize the two kinds of visual 
discrimination performance. Values predicted by this 
criterion are then compared with values obtained from 
experimental data. 

I Introduction 

Data from several experimental paradigms show that 
discrimination performance for shape or arrangement 
of simple visual patterns depends critically on factors 
such as the number of pattern components or sub- 
patterns presented in the stimulus field and display 
duration. When visual attention is distributed over 
several subpatterns (typically four or more) in a display 
and display duration is short, visual discrimination 
seems to be determined by coarse, discrete encoding 
processes. Such performance has been reported in the 
discrimination of simple 3-dot figures when their de- 
viation from collinearity is varied systematically 
(Foster, 1979, 1982) and in the discrimination of 
curved lines as curvature is varied systematically 
(Foster, 1983). Discrete modes of performance have 
also been observed in low-level perception tasks in- 
volving grouping effects with multiple arrays of geo- 
metric elements forming textures (see, for example, 
Olson and Attneave, 1970; Julesz, 1971, 1980; Beck, 
1972; Beck and Ambler, 1972, 1973; Fox, 1978). In 
contrast, when the number of subpatterns in the visual 
field is reduced and prolonged viewing is permitted, 
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visual discrimination appears to be determined by 
smooth, continuous processes (Foster, 1982, 1983). This 
situation is characteristic of conventional acuity and 
hyperacuity performance (Ludvigh, 1953 ; Westheimer 
and McKee, 1977; Westheimer, 1979, 1981). In the 
present paper these two kinds of discrimination perfor- 
mance are analyzed in terms of a model proposed by 
Foster (1980a, b) in an investigation of discrete 
internal representations assumed to be generated by 
the visual system in response to patterned stimulation. 
A simple objective criterion to characterize the two 
kinds of discrimination performance is proposed and 
its predictions are compared with observed 
performance. 

2 Discrete Internal Representations and Pattern 
Perturbations 

An introduction is given here to discrete internal 
representation schemes and their investigation by a 
pattern-perturbation technique. A more detailed ac- 
count is given in Foster (1980a, b). A discrete internal 
representation is characterized by a finite set of finite 
subsets of basis elements, each subset associated with a 
finite number of attributes and attribute values. The set 
A of all attributes can be partitioned into two subsets, 
A D and A c. The subset A D consists of  discrete attributes 
that can only assume values in a countable set equiva- 
lent to {1,2 ..... M} CN, where N is the set of positive 
integers and M depends on the attribute. The subset 
A c consists of continuous attributes that can only 
assume values in some interval I in the Euclidean space 
R ~ where R is the set of real numbers and I and I also 
depend on the attribute. An example of a continuous 
attribute associated with a basis element denoting a 
line in the visual field is the attribute designating the 
length of the line. An example of a discrete attribute 
associated with basis elements denoting a point and a 
fixed non-vertical non-intersecting line in the visual 
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field is the attribute designating their vertical ordering, 
that is, whether the point is above or below the line. 
The finite set X of basis elements and the finite set A of 
attributes together constitute a fixed and finite reper- 
toire of components from which an internal repre- 
sentation is considered to be constructed. 

An important assumption in this scheme is that the 
selection of basis-element subsets, attributes, and at- 
tribute values for an internal representation is a pro- 
babilistic process. Suppose that two arbitrary basis- 
element subsets x~ and xj are constituents of an 
internal representation and suppose that discrete at- 
tributes 6~, # =  1,2 . . . .  k(i), and continuous attributes 
7j~, v= 1, 2 . . . .  k'(j), are associated with x; and xj re- 
spectively. Let P~u be the conditional discrete probabili- 
ty density function of 6tu and let fj~ be the conditional 
continuous probability density function of 7j~. It was 
suggested in Foster (1980a) that if B~ and B 2 are two 
subpatterns in the visual field, sufficiently alike in 
shape, then the discriminability of B~ and B 2 is 
determined by the differences in the density functions 
p~u and in the density functions fj~ for the two sub- 
patterns. To explore the effect of these differences in 
density functions, patterns are drawn from a smooth 
continuum generated from a given (initial) pattern by 
the action of a local 1-parameter 9roup of local trans- 
formations G,  ss J, where J = [a, b] is an interval in R 
(see Appendix for definitions). This method ensures a 
transformational uniformity for the continuum (Foster, 
1980b). Thus, if tG, se J, is a local 1-parameter group of 
local transformations and As6J, the change from % to 
G+as is the same as the change from G '  to G,+As, 
namely ~0~s. Let B be the initial pattern and let G(B) be 
a transformed pattern. Suppose that for all seJ  the 
transformed patterns tG(B ) are such that only the 
probability density functions p~, and f~ of the at- 
tributes 3~, and ~ vary with s. For G(B), p~u(s, m) is the 
probability that the attribute 6~u assumes the value m 
and, for U C R t, ~vf~(s, u) du is the probability that 7j~ 
assumes a value in U. Suppose that p~,(s,.) and f~(s,. ) 
vary smoothly and continuously with s. Suppose fur- 
ther that p~u(s,.) and f~(s, .) are such that the following 
conditions are satisfied. 

(C1) For all discrete attributes 6~, except for the 
h2 t~ the probability density functions p~(s,.) are con- 
stant with s and for all continuous attributes except the 
k~ th the probability density functions f~(s, .) are con- 
stant with s. This condition is not essential, but it 
simplifies the exposition. 

(C2) For the discrete attribute 3ha there is, for each 
m, 1 -< m < M, a single interval [%, dm] C J, where 
% < din, on which Phx(', m) achieves its maximum value 
and such that on [a, %] Phz(', m) is monotonic increas- 
ing and on [d,,, b] it is monotonic decreasing, with at 
most one point of inflexion in each case. For all m, 

d~<c, ,+r This smoothness property is assumed to 
hold, mutatis mutandis, for YkQ and each uEI. This 
condition ensures that the smooth fall-off with s in the 
probability assignment of each attribute value is not 
irregular. 

3 Discrimination of Transformed Patterns 

Consider now how the discriminability of pairs of 
patterns differing by a small, constant change in shape 
varies over the continuum defined by s. 

If pattern G(B) is separately given incremental 
transformations ~p_a~ and ~vas, As>O, As fixed, then 
tp _ ~ sOPs(B)) = ~v s_ as(B) and ~pas0ps(B)) = ~Ps + ~ ~(B), pro- 
viding that s, s - A s ,  s+As  are in J. Following Foster 
(1980b), we suppose that the visual discriminability of 
the pair of perturbed patterns ~G-as(B) and ~Ps+ ~s(B) is 
determined by the difference terms measured with the 
lp and Lp norms, 

%(s) = (Z~= l lpha(s + As, m) - p h ~ ( s  - A s ,  m)l q)l/q, (1) 

eko(S) : (ylILQ(S Af_ AS, U)--Lo(S-  AS, u)lC du) l/q" , (2) 
where 1 <_- q, q' < oe. Note that 

M (~m = l lPha( s + A s, m) - pha(s - A s, m)l ~) t/q 

(xM=I Iph.~(S -I- AS, m)[ q -I- xM= llph2(S -- AS, m)l~) ~/q 

_-< (IS~= lpha(S + As, m)l q + IZm~= lphx(S - As, m)lq) 1/q 
= 21/a. 

That is, maxeha(s)< 21/q. In fact, it is easy to show that 
maxeha(s)=21/q. Obviously, mineha(s)=0. The same 
results hold for eke(S). If q = 1 and q '=  1, the "city- 
block" metric, the formulas (1) and (2) reduce to 

ebb(S)=2-- 2S,,M= 1 min{Phz(s + ds, m),phz(S-- As, m)} , (3) 

ekQ(S)=2--2~imin{fko(S+ dS, U), fko(S-As, u)}du. (4) 

In the subsequent computations we shall always sup- 
pose q = 1 and q' = 1. The discriminability d' of the pair 
of patterns tG+~s(B), ~ps_as(B) is assumed to be given 
by 

d'(s) = yh,~(Wh2eh2(S)) -}- yke(WkeekO(S)) , 

where Whz and wko are weighting coefficients depending 
on the selection probabilities of the attributes 6hz and 
7ke and basis-element subsets x~ and xj, and where the 
functions Yh2 and Yko are monotonic. The discrimina- 
bility d' is the discrimination index as used in signal 
detection theory (Green and Swets, 1966 ; Swets, 1973), 
and has additivity properties made precise by Braida 
and Durlach (1972). Because we are dealing with one 
continuous attribute and one discrete attribute, we 
may simplify the notation. Thus set ea(s)=eh,~(s), 
ec(S)=eko(S), where the subscripts d and c refer to 



discrete and continuous, and, since there is no risk of 
confusion, p(s, m) = phz(S, m) and f ( s ,  u) =f~Q(s, u). 
Furthermore we define 

d'd(S ) = yhz(Wh~eh;~(S)), (5) 

d'c(S ) = ykQ(WkQeke(S)). (6) 

4 Characterization of Discrimination Performance 

Several studies support the hypothesis that there is a 
limited pattern encoding capacity for the visual system 
(Estes and Taylor, 1964, 1966; Eriksen and Eriksen, 
1974; Lupker and Massaro, 1979). If the number of 
patterns and subpatterns in a short duration display 
approaches this limit an internal representation con- 
taining discrete attributes should be more economical 
than one containing continuous attributes, for in a 
formal sense less information is specified by a discrete 
attribute than by a continuous attribute. The discrimi- 
nation index d' should then depend solely on discrete 
attributes. Conversely, if a few subpatterns only are 
presented and viewing is prolonged it may be supposed 
that discrimination is determined solely by continuous 
attributes. Thus, in the former case d'(s)= d'a(s ) and in 
the latter case d'(s)=d'~(s). The hypothesis that the 
number of subpatterns in the visual field determines 
the relative weighting of discrete and continuous at- 
tributes is analogous to a suggestion by Beck (Beck, 
1972; Beck and Ambler, 1972, 1973) concerning the 
effect of subpattern number on "distributed" and 
"focal" attention in pattern discrimination. The sim- 
plest and most extreme case involving a single discrete 
attribute appears when the following condition is 
satisfied (see Foster, 1980b). 

(C3) For adjacent attribute values m - 1 ,  m, m+  1, 
l < m < M ,  the assignment probability of m is not 
significant in either magnitude or relative rate of 
change when the pattern is transformed to or beyond 
the point at which m -  1, m + 1 have maximum assign- 
ment probabilities. For each transformed pattern 
~p~(B), there are thus effectively at most two values, 
depending on s, of the discrete attribute that may be 
considered to be "in competition" with each other. If 
this condition is satisfied, then p ( s , m ) = l - p ( s , m - 1 )  
and Eq. (1) reduces to 

ed(S ) = 2[p(s + As, m) - p(s--  As, m)l. 

This case may be schematized in the following way, 
providing the smoothness constraint on p( . ,m)  is 
dropped. Given S o e J  and As fixed, let p ( s , m ) = l  for 
s < So - A s, p(s, m) = 0 for s > s o + As, and @(s, re)lOs = k, 
where k = - 1~2As, for s o - As < s < s o + As. Obviously 
p(so, m ) = l / 2 .  The corresponding values of ea(s) are 
ea(s)=O if S< S o -  2As, ea(so-  As )=  l, ed(So)= 2, 
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ea(s o + As) = 1, ed(S) = 0 if S > S o + 2As, and the maxi- 
mum value of ed(S) is at s=  s 0. The sharpness of this 
maximum may be quantified by means of the second 
divided difference A2ee(s), defined, for example, by the 
Newton form. After normalizing the scale of s with 
respect to As, we obtain 

A 2ee(So) = (ed(S o -- 1)-- 2%(S0) + ea(s o + 1))/2; 

that is, 

A 2ed(So) = -- 1. 

From this we suggest that m i n A 2 e d ( s ) = - - i  should 
represent the archetypal discrete discrimination 
process. 

For continuous attributes, it is reasonable to sup- 
pose that, for a given attribute value u, the function 
f ( . ,  u) is different from zero only in a short subinterval 
of J. If h is the distance between the two inflexion 
points of f ( . , u ) ,  we can assume that h ~ A s ,  which 
implies that for all s in J either f ( s + A s ,  u) or 
f ( s -  As, u) or possibly both are very small, ideally zero. 
Hence, from (4), e~(s) = 2. Therefore, A 2ec(s ) = 0, for all s, 
and this should represent the archetypal continuous 
discrimination process. 1 

5 Empirical Values 

Results from the previous section concern the differ- 
ence terms ed(s ) and ec(S), and do not give predictions 
concerning the experimental values of the indices d'a(s ) 
and d;(s) which depend on ea(s ) and ec(s ) (see (5) and 
(6)). It may be noted, however, that the result 
ec(S ) > ed(S ) for all s is not inconsistent with experimen- 
tal findings, suggesting that the level of discrimination 
performance involving continuous attributes is greater 
than that involving discrete attributes (Foster, 1982, 
1983). Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain a criterion 
to characterize discrete and continuous discrimination 
performances using the qualitative features of de(s) and 
d'c(S) resulting from definitions (5) and (6). If ee(s ) has a 
maximum at a point S=So, then de(s ) must have a 
maximum at s = s  o because of the monotonic re- 
lationship. Furthermore, it is obvious that if ec(s) is 
constant over all s then d'c(S ) is constant. Thus, in 
principle, (min A 2 d'c(S) ) / (min A 2 d'a(s) ) = O. 

1 It should be emphasized that the possibility of observing 
continuous or discrete modes of visual processing depends on the 
value assigned to the increment As. If As is so large that the distance 
h between inflexion points of p(.,m) is such that h ~ A s  then, even 
though visual attention is distributed over several subpatterns in a 
display of short duration, discrimination may still be smooth with s. 
Conversely, if As is so small that for f( . ,  u) the distance h ~-As, then 
discrimination may appear non-smooth in experimental conditions 
in which attention may be distributed over few subpatterns in a 
display of long duration. A lower bound for the value of As may be 
provided by the limit on visual acuity 
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Table 1 

Type I Type II Quotient 

3-dot figures -0.52 -0.03 0.06 
Curved lines - 0.33 - 0.04 0.12 

To test this rule, minima of the second divided 
difference AZd'(s) over s were computed  from data on 
discrimination in displays of  3-dot figures (Foster, 
1982) and on discrimination in displays of  curved lines 
(Foster 1983). The design of  these experiments was 
such that  conditions (C1) and (C2) were satisfied and 
(C3) was not  seriously violated. In each study, two 
kinds of  discrimination experiment were performed : in 
the one, four subpatterns were presented in a display 
and durat ion was short  (lOOms); in the other, two 
subpatterns were presented and durat ion was long (2 s). 
In the first type of  experiment, it is assumed that  
d'(s)=d'a(s) and in the second that  d'(s)=d;(s). Note  
that  the use of  d' allowed discriminat ion performance 
to be compared  in different multi-alternative forced- 
choice (here 2 A F C  and 4AFC)  paradigms. The  results 
of  these computa t ions  are shown in Table 1 where 
data  f rom experiments with four subpatterns, 100-ms 
durat ion,  are labelled type I and those with two 
subpatterns, 2-s durat ion,  are labelled type II. The 
quotients, 0.06 for the 3-dot figures and 0.12 for the 
curved lines, a l though not  zero, are each acceptably 
small. 

6 Summary and Conclusion 

The framework for this study on discrete and con- 
t inuous modes of  visual pat tern processing is based on 
the scheme for the description and investigation of  
discrete internal representations formulated by Foster  
(1980a, 1980b). This scheme entailed the use of  a local 
1-parameter group of  local t ransformations tp~, s t  J, to 
obtain, f rom a given pat tern B, a cont inuum of pat- 
terns ~p~(B), scJ,  from which pairs of perturbed pat-  
terns ~ps+~(B), lp~_~s(B) were selected and their discri- 
minability measured as a function of  the parameter  s. 
In this paper, discrete and cont inuous  modes  of visual 
discrimination performance have been further ana- 
lyzed to obtain a quantitative criterion typifying the 
two kinds of performance. A fundamental  assumption 
has been that the contr ibut ion of  discrete and con- 
t inuous pattern attributes to performance depends on 
the number  of  subpatterns present in the visual field 
and on display duration, so that it is possible to 
hypothesize that  for some experimental conditions 
only discrete attributes and for others only cont inuous 
attributes are selected. The smoothness or otherwise of 
the discrimination index d' as a function of  s is thus 

determined either by the characteristics of  the differ- 
ence term ec(S ) or by the characteristics of  the difference 
term ea(s ). Since the presence of maxima is a qualitative 
feature of ea(s ) that  is independent of  the mono ton ic  
scale t ransformation taking ea(s ) to d'a(s), it is plausible 
to use the ratio (minA 2d'c(s))/(minA 2d~(s)) as a criterion 
to typify the relationship of the two kinds of 
performance. 

Finally it may  be observed that  a l though this 
analysis has been developed within a particular frame- 
work, the use of  the second divided difference to typify 
cont inuous and discrete discrimination performance 
can be extended to other kinds of  experimental 
paradigm providing that performance has been quan-  
tified by a measure, such as d', that  allows direct 
compar ison of different multi-alternative forced-choice 
paradigms. 

7 Appendix 

Let V be a subset of the plane R 2 (or of R 3) and let J be an interval 
[a,b] in R, where a<0, b>0. A local 1-parameter 9roup of local 
transformations defined on V is a smooth mapping ~p of J x V into R 2 
such that 

(i) for each seJ, lp =~p(s, .) is a smooth mapping (with smooth 
inverse) of V onto ~p~(V); 

(ii) if s, s', s + s'e J, and z, ~p,,(z)~ V, then lp~+~,(z)= ~Ps(to~,(z)); 
(iii) for all ze V, ~p0(z) = z. 
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